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Dear Time Warner Cable colleagues: 

In a Channel You poll taken last November on the environment, more 
than 80% of responding TWC employees recognized environmental 
issues as serious or concerning. As responsible citizens in our 
communities, we not only want long and healthy lives for ourselves and 
our families, we also want to ensure that future generations will have 
enough resources to support a lifestyle similar to, or better than, the 
one we have today. In the same way, Time Warner Cable also seeks to 
be a responsible community partner in how we conduct our business, 
by using fewer natural resources and generating less waste through 
initiatives we call, collectively, “Go Green.”

As the Executive Sponsor of our company’s “Go Green” effort, I am proud of the steps we 
have begun to take to help build a sustainable future. Around the company, TWC employees 
are involved in the company’s Go Green efforts in a variety of ways, one of the most 
important of which is participation on Green Teams. Today, we have Green Teams based in 
Albany, NY; Charlotte, NC and Herndon, VA who are already making a difference. Here are 
just three examples:

In Albany, the team helped to implement a single-stream recycling system to create a simple 
and effective recycling process on-site. In 2013, the process avoided sending 15 tons of paper, 
1.5 tons of plastic, 1.5 tons of aluminum, 5.3 tons of glass, and 45 tons of cardboard to the  
local landfill.

During Charlotte’s annual Earth Day event, the local team educates hundreds of employees 
about TWC’s green initiatives, connects them with local green organizations, and provides 
electronic recycling and paper shredding for our employees’ personal items.  

The Herndon team has been a supporter of the Adopt-A-Highway clean-up project for 
multiple years, with clean-up projects resulting in 60 bags of trash collected each year. 

I’d like to thank our Green Team leaders in those locations—Christian Grieco, Amber 
Coffman and Peter Clay, respectively—for their commitment and involvement in helping to 
create this Green Team Playbook, a step-by-step guide to assist TWC employees in starting 
their own Go Green teams. In this Playbook, you’ll find great information on how to form and 
manage a Green Team, ideas for Green Team activities, and tips and tools for ensuring that 
your team will be a success. 

We’re just getting started. There’s so much more we can accomplish together. Thanks for 
your interest in helping Time Warner Cable deliver on our shared commitment to good 
environmental stewardship.

Go Green!

Rob Marcus 
April 2014
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ROLE OF GREEN TEAMS
Green Teams enable Time Warner Cable employees to come  
together to help deliver on the company’s commitment to 
environmental stewardship. By participating in a Green Team, 
employees can help steer the company to higher levels of  
environmental performance and eco-efficiency. Green Teams 
have three main roles to play and should align their activities 
with these areas:

       Raising awareness. Green Team members are advocates    
    within the company for activities aimed at improving  
    environmental performance and sustainability. Teams can  
promote employee education and raise awareness by hosting 
events such as Lunch and Learns or provide information about 
TWC’s sustainability efforts.

       Enhancing operational efficiency. Time Warner Cable’s  
       commitment to sustainability can be good for the  
environment and good for our bottom line. Green Teams can be 
valuable on-the-ground leaders that support and promote greater  
efficiency in areas from waste reduction to energy and resource 
use. Teams may have the opportunity to support programs or 
actions such as office recycling and the usage of energy-saving 
computer settings. 

                Providing community support. Green Teams are a  
                visible presence in Time Warner Cable communities 
as volunteers for environmental causes and ambassadors for the 
company’s commitment to sustainability. Common efforts  
include hosting community e-recycling events or on-site green 
fairs with local organizations.

WHY GREEN TEAMS ARE IMPORTANT
Green Teams can deliver a range of benefits for participating 
employees, for Time Warner Cable, and for the communities 
where we operate.

Benefits to Employees

•  Education. Green Teams raise awareness among all Time  
Warner Cable employees about important environmental 
issues, sustainable practices, and the connection between  
environmental stewardship and operating efficiencies. 

•  Involvement. Green Teams allow Time Warner Cable  
employees to get involved in the company’s efforts to deliver on 
our environmental and sustainability goals, while taking action 
on one of the most important issues of our time. 

•  Connections and professional development. By participating  
in a Green Team, employees make connections within and 
across the businesses where we work. Green Teams also provide 
participants with opportunities to display leadership and  
develop new skills.

Green Teams Mission Statement

Time Warner Cable employee Green Teams promote environmental stewardship by 
increasing environmental awareness among employees, finding opportunities to improve 
operational efficiencies, and promoting sustainability in our communities. Team 
members are passionate and dedicated employees who volunteer their time to contribute 
to a more sustainable future, while advancing Time Warner Cable’s position as a socially 
responsible company.

TWC Green Team Playbook
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A COMPANY-WIDE EFFORT
Time Warner Cable’s Go Green Working Committee leads the company’s efforts to create 
efficiencies and achieve cost savings, while reducing our impact on the planet. The Go Green 
Working Committee is organized in lanes focused on strategic areas and operations that impact 
the company and its stakeholders. These lanes include: 

•  Enterprise sustainability and carbon management 

• Energy management 

•  Environmental compliance and regulated waste 

• Supply chain 

• Transportation 

• Paperless billing 

Green Teams can support the Working Committee’s efforts to achieve measurable results in these 
areas. For example, teams may promote energy-saving habits or recycling in the workplace, create 
opportunities to reduce the impact of employees’ commutes, or encourage enrollment in paperless 
billing.  Green Teams interested in developing projects that align with these focus areas should 
connect with the Corporate Social Responsibility team during the project planning process for 
helpful insights and connections.   

Benefits to Time Warner Cable

•  Efficiency. Time Warner Cable has adopted an enterprise-wide focus on practices that produce 
greater levels of eco-efficiency, based on the company’s belief that environmental stewardship 
benefits the bottom line. Green Teams play an important part in making this happen. 

•  Reputation. The work and achievements of Green Teams within the company and in our 
communities helps show that Time Warner Cable is walking the walk when it comes to meeting 
our environmental stewardship goals. 

•  Employee engagement. Green Teams provide employees with an avenue for collaborating with 
colleagues and expressing their values in an active way. 

Benefits to Communities

•  Connections. Green Teams can create unique connections between Time Warner Cable and the 
communities in which we work, building valuable relationships and trust between the company, 
our customers, and our neighbors.

•  Civic education & engagement. Through a variety of activities, Green Teams can elevate our 
communities’ awareness and understanding of environmental issues and create meaningful 
opportunities for personal action.

TWC Green Team Playbook
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By forming a Green Team, you and your colleagues are taking the first step on an exciting 
journey to live your values and create meaningful change. Time Warner Cable’s Corporate Social 
Responsibility (CSR) staff is committed to making it easy to organize a team. We will provide you 
with the information and support you need to make your Green Team a success. In the following 
pages, you will find helpful guidance around choosing projects, engaging current and new 
members and obtaining project funding through CSR. 

Here’s what you need to know to get started:

Threshold requirements 

Green Teams must:

•  Be inclusive and open to all TWC employees.

•  Be formed around a common interest and passion for supporting the mission of Green Teams.

•  Have team goals and initiatives that focus on raising awareness, enhancing operational efficiencies 
and providing community support. 

•  Have the support of a Vice President or Director-level Advisor. 

•  Be registered through CSR.

Forming Your Team

•  Green Teams are typically formed through grassroots efforts. 

•  Any TWC employee may initiate action to form an employee Green Team.

•  Employees who would like to form a team should talk with fellow employees to gauge interest.

 ^  Getting involved with an existing team—contact CSR or visit Channel You to learn 
      if there is a team near you.

•  New teams must identify and gain the support of an Advisor.

•  Prospective teams should complete a new Green Employee Team Request Form and submit it for 
review to the CSR Team. 

•  The team becomes officially recognized and company supported upon approval by the CSR team. 
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Resources Available to Registered Green Teams
Once your team has followed the steps outlined above to become an officially recognized Green 
Team, the team can access the following resources:

• Support through CSR team

 ^  Any Green Team questions for a new or existing team that cannot be answered 
through the Playbook can be directed to Stacy Zaja, Director Corporate Social 
Responsibility at stacy.zaja@twcable.com.  

• To request access to the Green Team Sharepoint site, contact Stacy Zaja

• Sharepoint Site for Green Teams 

 ^ Repository of documents, resources, etc for local teams

 ^ To request access to the Green Team Sharepoint site, contact Stacy Zaja

• Channel You

• Funding opportunities to support Green Team activities 

 ^ For funding information contact Stacy Zaja 

•  Volunteer Hour Log Sheet, access by clicking here.

• C2ES Make an Impact site

TWC Green Team Playbook
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While Time Warner Cable’s employee Green Teams will vary in size and the projects they pursue, 
the following considerations can help all teams establish expectations and practices that enable 
meaningful impacts. This section will offer guidance for team leaders and members, tips for 
effective meetings, and a suggested process for defining and executing projects. 

Team Leadership
Successful Green Team leaders are well-organized, passionate and energetic Time Warner Cable 
employees. They are good moderators, consensus builders, and strong communicators. While they 
do not all have prior experience working on environmental projects or leading employee teams, 
they do have an interest in mobilizing employees to help the environment. Team leaders have a 
specific set of responsibilities for overseeing and ensuring the effectiveness of the Green Team. 
These responsibilities include:

•  Organize and lead recurring meetings and events at times that allow members to maintain their 
work responsibilities. 

•  Encourage participation.

•  Communicate about the team’s activities and results with the CSR team and demonstrate how 
the team’s efforts align with the mission of the Green Teams. 

•  Lead the establishment of project plans for Green Team activities.

•  Request and manage funding from CSR as needed.

•  Track, record, and report overall progress of the team.

•  Act as employee volunteer ambassador ensuring that the team follows company volunteer 
protocols and policies. 

•  Act as liaison between the team, advisors, and CSR. 

Rotating leadership among Green Team members provides opportunities for deeper engagement 
across the team. The Corporate Social Responsibility team recommends Green Teams rotate 
leadership responsibilities every one to two years. When new leaders are identified, teams should 
alert the CSR team, the team’s Advisor, and the leader’s direct supervisor. 

http://www.twcable.com/Portals/0/docs/department%20folders/CorpAff/Docs/EmployeeVolunteerPolicy10-17-10.pdf
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Member Responsibilities
In order for a Green Team to be successful, its members must take active responsibility for carrying 
out its work. A team member’s main job responsibilities come first, but managers and supervisors 
are encouraged to be supportive of employees who want to participate in Green Teams. Member 
responsibilities include:

•  Establish and carry out the group’s mission, vision, and objectives.

•  Participate in and support meetings, events, projects, and communication.

•  Effectively leverage resources.

•  Identify opportunities for new projects and activities where the Green Team could make a 
difference. 

•  Conduct periodic assessments of team progress and opportunities.

•  Recruit new members.

Member Recruitment
Building a diverse and enthusiastic group of members will be a critical element to a successful 
Green Team. Team leaders and current members should strive to enlist members who display the 
following qualities:

•  They are passionate about and committed to the work and the mission of the team. 

•  They can regularly attend meetings and are able to take on project work responsibilities. 

•  They are able to provide knowledge about the area of the organization they are representing and 
can serve as an informational resource for others on the team. 

•  They are representative of the various Time Warner Cable business lines (such as customer care, 
technical operations, communications, human resources, sales, business class, etc.) in the defined 
geography.

Maintaining Membership
To keep Green Team members active and engaged, team leaders should keep the following 
suggestions in mind:

•  Communicate consistently and clearly to your team to build and sustain momentum. Some 
suggested communications tips are offered in the Communication Guide.

•  Meet on a consistent basis and at a time that avoids as many job conflicts as possible (such as 
lunch or non-work hours); and provide virtual or phone options for offsite members. 

•  Assign specific roles and duties to keep members interested and productive.

•  Encourage peer-to-peer learning among Green Team members. 

•  Organize calls with other Green Teams to brainstorm, problem-solve and share best practices.

•  Participate in the quarterly calls that the CSR team hosts with all Green Team leaders and share 
ideas with the local Green Team. 

Who Can Be on a Green Team?
• Participation in a Green Team is voluntary.

•  All Time Warner Cable employees are eligible to join any Green Team, but should strive to join 
the team in their local market if one exists. 

•  Contractors and leased employees cannot be members of Time Warner Cable Green Teams.

TWC Green Team Playbook
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Ensuring Strong Performance Over Time
Green Teams can expect that the group dynamics and operating processes will evolve. Experts 
have shown that work teams move back and forth through several phases on the way toward 
sustainable success. 

•  Forming. As the team is just getting started in its work, leaders and members tend to be 
somewhat guarded in their relationships and unsure about their ambitions.

•  Storming. At this stage, the team can run into early conflicts as members and leaders begin 
to wrestle what kind of impact they truly want to have. 

•  Norming. Here the group begins to adopt a truly team-oriented approach to its work and has 
established clear procedures and standards for addressing issues as they arise.

•  Performing. The final stage is one where the group operates in a trusting way and leaders and 
members support each other to get the work of the group done. 

Of course, every group will have different dynamics. The key to success and sustainable 
performance is for Green Team leaders and members to keep everyone focused on the team’s 
goals, analyze where the team is and is not having an impact, and adjust strategies and tactics 
accordingly.

Managing Productive Meetings
Regular meetings will provide your Green Team with the opportunity to brainstorm about 
possible activities, plan for upcoming events, and discuss important issues related to the team’s 
role and performance over time. 

•  Decide on a regular recurring meeting time and day/date. Keeping in mind that  
participation is a voluntary commitment, schedule meetings often enough to keep everyone 
engaged and focused on the team’s priorities and individual responsibilities. Teams may find 
that additional meetings are necessary during event planning (Link to Event Module). 

•  Create a clear agenda and stick to it. A meeting agenda should provide a quick review of 
the previous meeting’s notes and a summary of key topics to be covered. Team leaders are 
responsible for adhering to agenda and time constraints.

•  Structure meetings in a way that allows for everyone’s participation. The meeting agenda 
should include opportunities for open exchange of ideas and perspectives. 

•  Meetings should produce clear commitments and outcomes. At the end of each  
meeting, remind participants of assignments and tasks that have been agreed to. 

•  One team member should be designated to take and distribute notes after  
the meeting. 



Deciding on Projects and Activities
A good place for a Green Team to begin its work together is to decide, as a group, what types of 
activities it will focus on, and what the criteria are for assessing potential projects.

•  The team could begin with one or more brainstorming sessions that invite everyone to suggest 
and discuss potential activities and project types. 

•  Green Team leaders should consult with CSR about potential project types and how they could 
be designed to best support Time Warner Cable’s broader sustainability goals.

•  Team members can conduct formal or informal surveys of other employees to assess what kinds 
of projects and activities generate the most interest and enthusiasm.

•  Teams should work together to achieve consensus on priority activities and projects. Consider 
categorizing possible activities according to project type (e.g., awareness building; operational 
projects; supporting local green organizations) or sustainability area (e.g., energy, water, waste, 
air quality, purchasing, etc). 

•  Make sure to engage your Green Team Advisor and keep them informed of the team’s  
current and upcoming projects. Green Team Advisors should be informed a minimum of a 
month in advance of a Green Team project so they can assist if needed and facilitate any  
connections with the local senior leadership team. 

•  If a Green Team is interested in engaging with an external organization, it is important that the 
Green Team leader work with TWC’s Community Investment Team and contact Jen Holick, 
Community Investment Manager. Please do not contact an external organization until you 
have made this outreach. It is important for the Green Teams to make this connection to the 
Community Investment team to ensure that the Green Teams are aligned with the company’s 
overall strategy and commitment to the local community.

Appointing Subcommittees and Task Forces
Often, Green Teams find it helpful and efficient to create subcommittees and task forces as a way 
to distribute responsibilities and tasks among team members. As these groups move forward with 
work, it is important to report back to the full team with any progress reports or needs.

•  Subcommittees are permanent or semi-permanent bodies charged with ongoing projects or 
tasks. For example, a subcommittee on energy could be responsible for managing the team’s 
energy conservation efforts over time. This work could include maintaining contact with the  
appropriate supervisors and other staff, and initiating and managing projects on issues 
such as efficient lighting and staff education on energy-saving computer settings. Another 
subcommittee could focus on communications and team recruitment.

•  Task forces are organized to address time-specific team needs and priorities, such as special  
events or one-time projects. After the event or project is over, the task force disbands and its 
work is done.

Reminder: When planning Green Team projects and activities, 
make sure they align with one or more of the focus areas:

• Raising awareness among employees

• Enhancing operational efficiency within TWC 

• Providing community support
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Working with an Advisor
Every Green Team at Time Warner Cable is required to have an advisor. Working with an advisor 
ensures that your team’s work is aligned with the company’s broader strategies and policies and 
facilitates communications between the team and senior management.

Roles of the Advisor
The advisor is an individual at the Vice President level or above (or else at the Director level if a 
Vice President is not available) who has relationships with senior leaders within the local areas. 
In addition, the advisor will be genuinely interested in helping make TWC a more sustainable 
company and empowering employees to do the same.

The advisor has the following roles:

•  Keeping senior leadership informed about the work and the achievements of the Green Team. 

•  Identifying and pursuing opportunities to elevate the status of the team’s work and showcase its 
successes within the company.

•  Acting as a liaison between the team and the company; and facilitating two-way communications.

•  Helping to identify connections and available resources (including finances, supplies and space) 
to support the Green Team’s work. 

•  Providing direction and clarification about aligning the team’s work with Time Warner Cable’s 
sustainability goals, strategies and policies. 

•  Serving as a strategic guide, mentor and sounding board as the Green Team develops and 
implements its plans.

•  Attending at least two Green Team meetings each year, as well as other activities and events as the 
advisor’s schedule permits. 
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The advisor for the Herndon Green Team is Jon Anderson, Vice President for Process Operations. 
Jon has filled a variety of roles in his work with the team, including: leading outreach to senior 
leaders (for example, by securing their participation in Green Team events as speakers); and providing 
general advice and counsel on Green Team plans. “Having John as an advisor to the team has been a 
major factor in our ability to get the attention and the results we want,” said Herndon Green Team 
leader Peter Clay. 

Developing A Strong Relationship with Your Advisor
You will boost your team’s ability to get the results you want by developing a strong working 
relationship with your advisor.  Consider the following suggestions for making the relationship a 
rewarding one for both the team and the advisor. 

•  When inviting a Vice President or Director to support your team as an advisor, be clear about the 
roles and responsibilities, as outlined in the section above. 

•  Take time to learn what the advisor’s expectations are for the team. Make sure he or she has a 
clear understanding of the team’s mission and the roles that various individuals have in the team’s 
leadership. 

•  Include the advisor in goal-setting exercises and planning conversations as appropriate and as his 
or her schedule permits. 

•  Communicate regularly with your advisor to keep him or her engaged and aware of the team’s 
activities. 

•  Seek out your advisor’s guidance on issues where he or she has special expertise, from how to 
design communications to how to obtain funding for an event. 

•  Remember: Day-to-day operations of the Green Team remain the responsibility of its leaders and 
members. Advisors add value to the team’s work through their guidance and counsel and their 
ability to strengthen communications with senior leadership.

Meet an Advisor

TWC Green Team Playbook
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Every Green Team should establish clear and measurable goals so that it can track its progress 
over time and share the outcomes of its work. 

Setting Goals
The team’s goals should be ambitious but achievable and should provide teams with clear ways 
to communicate success. Sample metrics could include: number of green team members; 
employees engaged in an activity; pounds or tons of waste recycled or diverted from landfills; 
amount of energy or emissions saved through energy conservation activities; etc. Metrics can be 
set for specific activities or events, or else for a defined period of time (month, year, etc.). A few 
considerations when it comes to setting goals: 

•  Engage supervisors and other employees outside the team to explore levels of support and 
enthusiasm for various measures and goals.

•  Gather baseline data about current sustainable practices so the team can set attainable targets 
for improvement.

•  Select goals and metrics that are easy to communicate in everyday measures (pounds, hours, 
etc.) If using scientific measures or vague quantities (e.g., parts per million, metric tons of 
CO2 reductions), be sure to convert into nonscientific terms, such as number of cars removed 
from the road or number of trees saved.  

•  Make sure your goals are achievable by assessing the resources needed (including personnel 
and budget) to help meet them.

•  If you need assistance in setting goals or identifying the appropriate metrics, please reach out 
to the CSR team. 

Reporting 
Reporting on the Green Team’s progress in meeting and exceeding goals is crucial to building 
and maintaining momentum and support for the work. Through effective communication of 
results, you can create added legitimacy and buy-in while motivating current and prospective 
team members.

Reporting to Team Members and Other Employees

Typically, employees join a Green Team because of an interest in making a difference. Many 
team members also join to show their commitment to Time Warner Cable’s broader interests 
and goals. By informing members about the group’s achievements and progress, teams will help 
keep members interested and engaged and wanting to do more. Report all results to the team 
first, and then share your successes outside of the team to mobilize and engage new people. 
Consider working with your Advisor to identify opportunities to showcase the team’s successes 
during events and meetings at your location.

Goal Setting,  
Metrics, and  
ReportingM
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Reporting to the CSR Team 

Green Teams should make sure to report important achievements and results to CSR (find 
a reporting form here). This can raise the profile of your team within the company and 
provide a platform for sharing best practices and other ideas. CSR can assist in having your 
accomplishments shared among all employees through Channel You and other Internal 
Communications outlets. Your team’s results also can provide information and content for 
Time Warner Cable sustainability reporting and company-wide efforts to track progress toward 
sustainability goals. Last but not least, CSR can help your Green Team identify opportunities 
for sharing your team’s story with the news media and sustainability groups. Positive stories 
generated from the hard work of your Green Team can inspire change throughout the 
organization and beyond. 

Possible Metrics
Your Green Team has a multitude of options when it comes to identifying metrics for tracking 
and reporting the impact of your activities. The following are some easy metrics to get started. 
If you would like assistance developing more complex measurements, such as greenhouse gas 
emission reductions, contact the CSR team for help.

Team-Specific Metrics

•  Number of people on teams (number of departments, roles, managers engaged)

•  Number of new members recruited

•  Number of total activities/projects implemented or participated in through the Green Team

•  Number of times the Green Team collaborates with other teams

Project-Specific Metrics Based on Project Type and Aligned 
with Three Main Areas of Green Team Activity

Building Awareness

• Number of employees participating in awareness events (brown bag discussions, Green Fairs, etc.) 

•  Specific impact from those who attended (changes that an employee made because of the 
project/event such as joining a carpool or biking to work)

• Amount of recycled material collected during employee recycling drive

Operational Efficiency

• Pounds (and type) of materials diverted from the landfill

• Resource use (i.e., paper, throwaway cups, toner, gallons of gasoline, /etc.) avoided

• Estimated energy savings 

• Annual dollar savings 

• Investment required and payback period

Community Support 

•  Number of volunteer hours supporting a community organization  
(individual employees and collectively)

• Number of external organizations engaged and whom 

• Additional impact to the external organization

• Environmental impact such as pounds of trash collected during clean-up project 

• Media mentions

TWC Green Team Playbook
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If your team is interested in developing 
company-wide stories or placing external 
media stories, the team must contact and gain 
approval from CSR. This will help CSR look 
at all opportunities to tell the stories of the 
Green Teams. 

Strong communication is critical to the success of every Green 
Team. By keeping people informed and up to date about your 
team’s activities and achievements, you can: 

•  Attract new members;

•  Keep current members engaged;

•  Raise awareness of the team’s work in the community and 
across Time Warner Cable; 

•  Gain stronger support from your Advisor and other leaders; 
and 

•  Ensure maximum participation in team-sponsored activities  
and events.  

Communicating Effectively
The following are some suggestions for communicating in a way 
that helps you achieve the broader goals of your Green Team:

•  Remember that communications = engagement. The goal 
of your communications activities should be to engage team 
members and others in the work of the team. Always include an 
action item in your communications, such as a request to join 
the team, an invitation to a meeting or event, or a call for ideas.

•  Always be clear and concise. If promoting an event, state 
clearly what people will learn or how else they will benefit 
by attending — and be sure to include the date, time and 
directions.  If communicating about the team’s achievements or 
goals, try to be brief and translate scientific or technical terms 
into real-world terms (e.g., by equating emission reductions to 
the number of cars taken off the road). 

•  Accentuate the positive. Make sure your Green Teams’ 
communications stress the positive aspects of the work you 
are doing. For example, instead of talking at length about 
the problems you are trying to address through your work, 
emphasize the solutions you are working on and how they 
will benefit people and the environment.

•  Provide contact info.  Include contact information for team 
members and team leaders in all communications in case 
someone wants to follow up or has questions.
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TWC Logo and Communications Guidelines

How/ When to use Green Team logo and TWC logo.

The Time Warner Cable and Go Green logo must have a clear space around them (at least two inches) 
that any text, photos or other graphic elements should never encroach on.  All official logo files have 
this clear space built-in.  Logos are available on the Green Team Sharepoint site. 

If the team is using a Time Warner Cable or Go Green logo in partnership with another organization, 
such as a non-profit or recycling partner, please engage the CSR team to ensure correct placement of 
the logos.

Disclaimer 

Use of TWC resources, including intranet website capabilities and e-mail for disseminating 
information on Green Teams, must be in accordance with TWC policies, including any policy 
regarding e-mail transmission. Communications among Green Teams do not need approvals; however, 
if the Green Team is interested in a wider distribution to non-Green Team members, please contact 
the CSR team for direction.  Communications to a community partner organization must follow the 
Community Investment guidelines.  All other external communications, such as any media outreach, 
must be directed to CSR for review and approval.  The CSR team will make contact to the TWC Public 
Relations group. 

Selecting the Right Communication Channels
The channel or channels you use to communicate will vary depending on the nature of 
the activity and the audience you want to reach.  The following are your key options for 
getting the word out:

•  Electronic Channels. Communicating electronically via email is the simplest way to 
reach team members with information about team activities, meetings and more.  Email 
also allows for communication with supervisors and other employees who may be 
interested in the team’s information or upcoming events.

•  Sharepoint. The TWC Green Team Sharepoint website is a central portal that allows 
you to share information with your team members and teams in other geographies. 
Sharepoint houses resources provided by CSR, and also serves as a place for storing 
reports, lessons learned and other information.

•  Channel You. Your team also can use the Go Green site on Channel You to share  
messages, news and information.  The Go Green site on Channel You will offer teams 
the ability to communicate upcoming events, team successes, team contact information 
and will also provide interesting tips and facts for making an impact on our environment.  
The CSR team will support the teams in posting information to Channel You. 

•  In-Person Outreach.  Nothing matches face-to-face communication when you are trying 
to get people interested and engaged in the work of your Green Team. This can be done 
by requesting time during department and team meetings to share the Green Team’s 
work and upcoming events; or schedule a Lunch and Learn to talk about an issue you are 
working on, such as recycling.

•  Print. Even as more people are getting their information online, print communication 
remains an effective communication tool. Post creative, attractive fliers about the team’s 
work in your office, elevators, lunchrooms, breakrooms, kitchens, and other high-traffic 
areas.  Sample posters that can be used or customized can be found here. 

TWC Green Team Playbook
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Putting on an Event
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Events are a great way to build excitement about the work of your 
Green Team, educate people about the issues you are working 
on, and secure broader engagement in the environmental causes 
you are supporting.  Additionally, events typically offer the 
opportunity to collect and report out rich metrics about impacts 
and engagement.  Events can include employee webinars, “lunch-
and-learns,” volunteer days with community organizations, on-
site educational fairs and more.  This module provides a step-wise 
process to plan, execute, and wrap up an event with your Green 
Team for maximum effectiveness.

Planning Your Event
Taking the time to plan your event carefully is very important  
to achieving the desired outcomes. Your Advisor or  
Community Investment contact can provide guidance on  
everything from scheduling (so your event doesn’t conflict with  
other important activities) to possible locations/venues to people 
who can help with technology and catering. If it is an external 
event, contact Community Investment during the early planning 
stages.  A helpful Event Planning template is available here (link). 
Some other event-planning pointers:

•  Define clear goals for the event. Are you aiming to raise 
awareness, grow the Green Team, or foster community 
relationships?  Defining clear goals up front will enable you to 
identify priority audiences (e.g., employees, employee family 
members, community members, etc.), measures of success and 
more. See the Goals, Metrics, and Reporting Module 6 for 
more guidance on this step.

•  Talk to the team’s Advisor. Discuss the proposed event with 
your team’s senior advisor.  He or she can suggest and facilitate 
connections with other local leaders that can help inform event 
planning.  

•  Be clear about what you need.  During the planning process, 
develop a solid estimate of everything you will need to pull it 
off, including: volunteer hours (and what jobs people will fill), 
supplies, technology, etc.  This will help you determine if you 
will need funds to complete the event.  If this is case, contact 
CSR to learn how to apply for funding. 

•  Set a timeline.  Develop a feasible and clear timeline that 
works backward from the event and shows what needs to 
happen when to make it a success, from venue confirmation to 
presenter/speaker invites to marketing and venue/room set-up.

Promoting Your Event
Promotion is key to the success of any event.   Teams may want 
to have a special committee of Green Team members focused 
on the promotion of the event.  Attract your target audience by 
clearly articulating what they will get out of the event and why 
they should attend.

•  Develop a promotion plan.  Work with your team to 
identify the targeted audience for the event and how best 
to reach them. Remember that people often need to hear 
about an event multiple times—and by multiple channels, if 
possible—before they commit to attending. 

•  Develop a promotion schedule and clear assignments. 
Create realistic timelines for when each communication 
piece about the event should go out, when you need to know 
how many people will attend, etc.  Clearly delegate tasks to 
the team, such as distributing emails and invites, collecting 
RSVPs and fielding questions.

NOTE: More tips to spread the word about your event can be 
found in the Communication Guide Module 7.

TWC Green Team Playbook
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Event Planning Tips 
•  Consider the safety of volunteers and participants; check the maximum 

capacity of any rooms and venues, the need for safety equipment, etc.

•  Make sure all volunteers have the skills, knowledge and training they need 
to do their jobs, whether it’s signing people in or answering questions.

•  Check (and double-check!) that all technology is working before the event, 
including projection and audio/video systems, conferencing systems, etc.

•  Note that morning, lunch and after work events tend to attract a higher 
attendance rate; and make sure not to schedule your event against other 
activities that might diminish attendance.

•  Plan a rain-or-shine event; if your event is outdoors, have a backup plan in 
place for holding it indoors or under cover.

Following Up After Your Event
Once the event is over, there are several important opportunities for follow-up to make sure that 
the event’s goals are achieved and that it has a lasting impact on participants.   

•  Send “Thank yous” to everyone involved. Follow up with “thank yous” to the event 
organizers, team members who attended, any speakers and presenters, and any external 
organizations that helped make the event possible. 

•  Track Volunteer Hours. Log any employee volunteer hours associated with the event using 
the Volunteer Log Sheet.

•  Follow up with attendees. Be sure to collect the names and contact information for attendees 
so you can follow up with them after the event. Share event presentations or other information 
about the issues discussed as a way to keep people engaged.  For non-members, remind them 
that new team members are always welcome to join.

•  Gather feedback. You might even consider follow-up surveys to learn about attendees’ 
experiences and ideas for future events. Free services like SurveyMonkey provide a great tool to 
gather feedback.  

•  Report out. Compile a brief report about the event to share with the team, the Senior Advisor, 
and CSR that documents inputs (volunteer hours, costs, etc.) as well as results.  Include 
favorable comments from participants if possible to show how the event was received. A 
reporting form is available here. 

TWC Green Team Playbook
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ANNUAL EARTH DAY EVENT

Charlotte Campus Green Team

Project Type: Building Awareness & 
Community Support Overview:

•  Annual Earth Day campus event educates employees about 
Time Warner Cable’s green initiatives, connects them 
with local green organizations, and provides recycling 
opportunities.

•  Event hosts three local non-profits and draws an estimated  
150 employees.

•  A team of four core Go Green Team members and five 
volunteers organize and staff the event.

Event Description: 
Every April, the Charlotte Green Team hosts an Earth 
Day event to promote understanding and action related to 
environmentally sustainable practices among employees at 
the Charlotte Corporate Campus. The Earth Day event offers 
opportunities to meet and learn about local environmentally 
focused non-profit organizations, find out more about the 
various ways Time Warner Cable supports eco-initiatives within 
the company, recycle electronics and personal documents, and 
much more. 

 Module 8

Keys to Success:
•  Core group of organizers: A core planning team of four 

works together to develop the event. The team starts by 
defining the goals for the event, builds a plan to achieve those 
goals, and allocates action items to each team member.

•  Volunteer support: Outside the core group, about five 
additional team members provide volunteer support. Their 
roles: creating posters and flyers, volunteering during the 
event, and providing other support where needed. 

•  Promotion to ensure turnout: The team used employee 
email communications, created flyers and poster boards to 
promote the event to employees. 

Lessons Learned:
•  A small budget could help improve the success of 

promotional efforts, or allow the team to offer giveaways and 
refreshments during the event. 

Want to learn more? 
Contact Amber Coffman, Charlotte Green Team Leader.
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BROWN BAG LUNCHES

Herndon Green Team

Project Type: Building Awareness

Overview:

•  Brown bag lunches educate employees about sustainability 
efforts  
underway at Time Warner Cable and provide ideas for 
personal action.

•  Three hundred employees have participated in six brown bag 
webinar lunch events.

•  Presentations can be attended in person or virtually using 
Adobe Connect.

Event Description: 
The Herndon Green Team created the brown bag lunch series 
to educate interested employees in person or via webinar about 
Time Warner Cable eco-initiatives and projects. The sessions 
have featured internal and external sustainability experts and 
allow for open and interactive conversations. Topics have 
included everything from the company’s fleet management 
improvements to how employees can improve their personal 
environmental footprint at work, at home and through 
community activities. 

Keys to Success:
•  Strong communication: Lunches are scheduled well in 

advance and promoted through a variety of avenues.

•  Technical support: Planners pre-arrange technical support to 
ensure smooth use of Adobe Connect during the presentation.

•  Support from executive Go Green Lane Owners: Executive-
level support is seen as critical to lining up expert speakers 
and ensuring the overall success of the brown bag lunches.

•  Leveraged Expertise: Go Green Lane owners and external 
subject matter experts provide their time as presenters and 
advisors. 

•  Post-event engagement: Follow-up surveys are used to gather 
feedback from participants.

Lessons Learned:
•  Recording presentations to post on Channel You can create 

long-term value from the event. 

Want to learn more? 
Contact Peter Clay, Herndon Green Team Leader.

 

TWC Green Team Playbook
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OFFICE WASTE AND CARDBOARD RECYCLING

Albany Green Team

Project Type: Operational Efficiency

Overview:

•  Single-stream recycling system creates a simple and effective 
recycling process on-site.

•  In 2013, the process avoided sending 15 tons of paper, 1.5 
tons of plastic, 1.5 tons of aluminum, 5.3 tons of glass, and 
45 tons of cardboard to the local landfill.

•  The system generates revenue for Time Warner Cable through 
sale of the cardboard.

Project Description: 
In 2010, the Albany Green Team instituted a recycling program 
in local Time Warner Cable worksites. Single-stream recycling 
allows staff to use a single receptacle to discard recyclables 
such as cardboard, paper, metal cans and glass bottles.  The 
cardboard is separated and bailed on location at the Albany 
headquarters building, a practice that provides revenue to Time 
Warner Cable.

Keys to Success:
•  Simple solution: To achieve the goal of reducing the waste 

sent to the landfill, the team developed a simple and easy 
solution for employees to adopt.

•  Communication with staff: Clear signage and consistent 
education, including  
orientation for new employees, ensures staff members are 
aware of the opportunity.

•  Education of cleaning staff: The team works hard to ensure 
that cleaning staff  
understand their role in transporting waste from the office 
locations to the outside bin for collection. 

Lessons Learned:
•  The most challenging aspect is ensuring that all staff members 

understand the process and the importance of separating 
recyclables from other waste destined for the landfill.

•  A major strength of this effort is its alignment with Time 
Warner Cable’s Go Green goals to reduce its environmental 
impact in a measurable way. 

Want to learn more? 
Contact: Christian Grieco, Albany Green Team Leader.
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Green Team Playbook
Green Team Playbook Credits

The Green Team Playbook content was developed by our Corporate  
Social Responsibility team together with our non-profit partner, the  
Center for Climate and Energy Solutions (C2ES). Advising on the  
Playbook were Green Team employee leaders from Albany, Charlotte  
and Herndon and members of TWC’s Community Investment and  
Internal Communications Teams. 

Questions? Contact greenteams@twcable.com

http://

